1. Look for sentences in text representing triplet
   - Found
     - Done
   - Not found
     - 2. Look for triplet in supplementary material
       - Found
         - Done
       - Not found
         - Not found for one or both doublets
           - 3. Look for sentences in text representing a doublet
             - Found (for both doublets)
               - Done
             - Not found for one or both doublets
               - 4. Look for doublet(s) in supplementary material
                 - Found for both doublets
                   - Done
                 - Not found for one or both doublets
                   - 5. Look for doublet(s) in other documents of your set.
                     - Found for both doublets
                       - Done
                     - Not found for one or both doublets
                       - 6. Look for doublet(s) in TAIR, record docid if found
                         - Found for both doublets
                           - Done
                         - Not found for one or both doublets
                           - Mark doublet(s) as not found.